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Photon Collider @ ILC
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Telnov V. by achieved Simulation

3 sessions
one joined with SUSY and Gen.

11 talks
+ 3 talks in other sessions

New studies and results
+ updated results of 

realistic simulations



Physics Highlights
of Photon Collider

A.Stahl, LCWS’2002



SM Higgs )bbBR(h)(h →×→ γγΓ
Improved background analysis based
on  SHERPA (CERN-TH/2003-284)

Aura Rosca

Number of reconstructed jets (J=0)Measure the two-photon 
partial width:

Contribution to the two photon 
decay width from any kind of 
massive charged particles.  
Deviation of the partial width 
from Standard Model 
prediction:

Evidence for new physics;
Can be directly compared to 
predictions of alternative models 
(MSSM, NMSSM, general 2HDM).

Sherpa correctly reproduces jet 
structure for  J=0 events     



SM Higgs )bbBR(h)(h →×→ γγΓ

Aura Rosca

B-tag cut on two fastest jets allows 
rejection of J=0 bb background! 
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was 1.9% with Pythia



SM Higgs )bbBR(h)(h →×→ γγΓ
Piotr Niezurawski

Overlying (pile-up) events + vertex smearing due to beam crossing angle

Tighter b-tag cuts needed



SM Higgs )bbBR(h)(h →×→ γγΓ
Piotr Niezurawski



MSSM Higgs (H/A ) BR(H/A bb)Γ γγ→ × →
Piotr Niezurawski



Higgs in CP violating SUSY
H-A mixingJan Kalinowski



Higgs in CP violating SUSY
H-A mixingJan Kalinowski

Large CP asymmetries expected both in production and decay 



CP violation in generic model 
A.F.Zarnecki H-A mixing



CP violation in generic model 
A.F.Zarnecki H-A mixing



2 Lepton 2 Quark Production in 2 Photon Collisions

Wilfred da Silva
semi-analytic computation 
without approximation

study of luminosity measurement
using the 2 lepton 2 quark channel



LO predictions for γγ→4f and γγ→4f+γ
Markus Roth, Alex Bredenstein – EW+AT

Motivation for dedicated MC code:



LO predictions for γγ→4f and γγ→4f+γ
Markus Roth, Alex Bredenstein – EW+AT

Good agreement with 
MADGRAPH & WHIZARD Limits on anomalous triple couplings



TGCs at a γγ – collider at TESLA
Jadranka Sekaric (EW+AT)

Anomalous couplings contribute to WLWL 

→ large deviations expected! qqqqWWγγ →−+→
]pb[SMσ
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Selectron production in eγ
Alexander Oh

eγ collider is discovery machine if

Selectron mass of 513 GeV ⇒

Measured electron momentum:



Selectron production in eγ
Alexander Oh

2-D analysis 
cos(θ) vs p

S/B ~ 50 can be obtained 

Luminosity needed for
discovery:



Determination of  SUSY  BRs
Huber Nieto-Chaupis

LC −+ee

collider γγ

analysis  :Sleptons Lµ~•

Muon 

-1
ee fb 250L GeV, 600s - ==+

SHERPA + PYTHIA + SIMDET
Pile-up events included

Much richer structure helps us to
constrain process kinematics ⇒

0
L 1 µ µ χ± ±→ %%

Statistical precision ~2%

1For slepton  analysis: ~7%τ%



Determination of  SUSY  BRs
Huber Nieto-Chaupis

Chargino decays4 muon final state
Low energy muons from cascade decays
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Synergy with LHC and LC
A.F.Zarnecki (Higgs+Loopverein  session tomorrow)



Synergy with LHC and LC
A.F.Zarnecki (Higgs+Loopverein  session tomorrow)

2HDM(II) with CP violation ⇒ determination of H-A mixing angle:









Beam dump for the Photon Collider
Valery Telnov



The Photon Collider in the LC project

Letter submitted to:
•International Steering Committee on Linear Colliders
•Worldwide Study Organizing Committee

Valery Telnov

Special requirements for photon collider:
•Crossing angle > 30 mrad
•Horizontal and vertical emittances as small as possible
•Spot size at IP as small as possible
•Beam dump
•Detector design allowing replacement of elements

in the forward region
•Space for laser lines and housing

Signed by:
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